
ChromaKey is a collection of sounds ported to Kontakt from our soundset for 
AAS Chromaphone. It features 60 patches divided in 6 categories: Keys, 
Pads, Plucked Strings, Sequences, Soundscapes, and Various. 
Chromaphone physical modelling synthesis combines acoustic resonators to 
produce dynamic and expressive sounds.
Despite Chromaphone tagline "creative percussion synthesizer", ChromaKey 
focuses entirely on hybrid and organic melodic sounds.

Specifications
• 60 Kontakt Instruments (.nki)
• 6 Categories
• 616 Samples (44.1kHz / 24Bit)
• Format: Kontakt (NCW compressed samples)

Installation
Once  the  AudioThing_ChromaKey.rar file  is  downloaded,  unzip  it  using 
WinRar or UnRarX or a similar type of software. It is recommended that you 
preserve the internal folder structure, but you can also place the instruments 
and samples into separate folders. Kontakt will ask for the new path the first 
time  you  run  the  instrument.  Kontakt  4  or  higher  is  required  to  run  the 
instrument. For a limited period of time, Kontakt Player will run a limited demo 
version of this library.
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Patch list
Keys Pads

Toy Key
Classic Piano
Party Piano
Charlions
Water Drops
Little Piano
Chromallion
Plastikey
Pipe Pie
Bowls
Suffed Piano
Folkloritar
Trorgan

Toasts
Glass House
Step Points
Who Plays
Shining
Bad Flutes
Heavenly
Distant Church
Frog Pad
Softy

Plucked Strings Sequences

Humidity Guitar
Funcky Bass
Indie Bass
Celticarp
Sitarish
Was Nylon 1
Was Nylon 2
Wolly Bass
Bambolyon
Pluharp

Partner Town
Deseq
Determination
Forest Ahead
Earthquake Swarms
Chime Bris
UFO
Gasoline
Finds
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Soundscapes Various

Tomb
Heaven
Reveals
Darker
Trapani
Glassworks
Maembranes
Lost
Monsters
Found

Club Keys
Mini Balls
In bues
Graws
Cat Mos
Over Pipe
Gears
Pets

License
The license of this product is granted only to a single user for how many 
computers he/she has. All sounds and samples in this product are licensed, 
but not sold, to you by AudioThing for commercial and non-commercial use in 
music, sound-effect, audio/video post-production, performance, broadcast or 
similar content creation and production.
This license expressly forbids any unauthorized use of  the content of  this 
library  or  any  AudioThing  library  by  another  sample  instrument  or  loop, 
samples or SFX library of any kind, without our express written consent.

Thank You
Thank you for buying ChromaKey! We hope you will have as much fun using 
this product as we had making it.

For help or any question, feel free to mail us: info@audiothing.net 
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